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Megaman x 4 walkthrough

There are two lists of employers here, one for X and one for zero. Each list has organized bosses in an order that allows you to be able to use special correct weapons or technique them with failure. X bosses include boss attack patterns as well as how to defeat them, but zero will only have methods of defeating them. X's Bosses Zero's
Bosses Quick reference chart Boss: Weakness (X): Weakness (Zero): Frost Walrus X-Buster/Rising Fire Z-Saber/Ryuenjin Jet Stingray Frost Tower Hyouretsuzan/Kuuen Sbulash Beast Hunter Earth Kuuenbu Web Spider Twin Slasher Kuuenbu Split Mushroom Lightning Web Raijingeki Cyber Peacock Soul Body Ryuenjin Owl Storm
Aimed At Laser Rakuhouha Magma Dragon Two Wheels Anon Shippuuga / Raijing Colonel KX Buster Quenbo Double Rotate n/A Iris N/A Kuuenbu General Twin Slasher Kuuenbu Sigma Rising Fire Ryuenjin Sigma Part 2 Lightning Web Kuuenbu Sigma Ultimate Form X-Buster Color Head: Beam Saber / KuuenbuGiant Head:
ShippuugaGiant Robot: Kuuenbu Page 2 as the first X-game appears on Sony PlayStation, Mega I X4 introduces new 32-bit graphics , wonderful music and sound effects, as well as great stages and fascinating fictional lines. This time, you'll be able to play as X or Zero for the whole game, giving the game two unique story lines to follow.
The story follows months of Sigma's third defeat and the death of renowned Raploid scientist Dr. Doppler. After Sigma's plan to use Doppler to spread the maverick virus failed, Riploids X and Zero have begun to help build a world where there are no mavericks. Since then, Reploids have now lived in peace with humans, and many large
Reploid armies have been formed, each at peace with each other and growing every day. Ever-growing maverick hunters have begun to eradicate the remaining maverick resistance, declared as peace watchers. One of the largest and strongest Reploid armies, known as Repliforce, has developed strong relationships with maverick
hunters, with its similar ways in honor and desire for peace. In particular, Zero has become so friends with one of TheForce Response's leaders, Colonel, that they have become quick friends, and Zero has shown affection for Colonel Iris's sister. Together, maverick hunters and response forces protect the world from mavericks and ensure
peace, but they knew little by little that their loyalty to each other was being tested. Before long, maverick hunters receive a report that the Sky Swamp, a city floating in the sky, has been vandalized to cause it to knock into the city underneath. All the information indicated that Repliforce suspected to be behind the conspiracy. X and Zero
respond immediately, as to the Sky Swamp to find answers, little notice that the real Mavericks are about pit hunters and Repliforce against each other, in an attempt to destroy both sides, unless hunters can discover that it's really behind the plot before all is lost... Specs mega X-Man and Zero return in this all-new action adventure as the
first MMX game appears on the PlayStation. Bringing it all the graphics, sound and gameplay of the first three, the X4 introduces rich new graphics and sound as well as a new style of challenging gameplay. You will be able to control either X or Zero throughout the entire game, each character has its own unique story line so you want to
play through the game with both characters to experience the full story line. New characters are introduced, including the original cast of Repliforce as well as new mavericks awaiting their chances test against X and Zero. Dr. Noor will be waiting in specially hidden capsules during the game, each involving vital upgrades for body armor X.
X and Zero should challenge big bosses, both Maverick and Repliforce, before confronting the real mastermind behind the plan to propose hunters and Repliforce against each other. Heart of Energy, under tank, robot ride special armor clothing, special weapons and techniques awaiting X and zero, all items capable of giving both
characters higher advantages in battle. Before you finish your quest, X and Zero loyalty to your hunters and friends, as well as each other to the core will be highly tested... Introducing the game -- for months, the failure of Sigma in Dr. Doppler's lab that ended the war between mavericks and riploids. New reploid armies have increased,
the most powerful response force, led by General Strong Wild. The mavericks are gone, and the real peace seems to have finally been restored. Zero, my best friend and mega-X partner, begins to have strange dreams in which he confronts his creator and is ordered to destroy X. Shortly after mysterious dreams, mavericks attack the
Swamp of heaven, a great city in the sky. Maverick hunters began to suspect that Repliforce was behind the destruction of the sky swamp, and so Repliforce vows to build his utopia reploid only. Little do Repliforce or maverick hunters know that a more sinister force behind the evil work is and is planning to turn two armies against each
other... - the item list shows where all the specific items are found and how they can help X and zero. The list includes locations of eight energy hearts in each of the main stages, two energy tanks, a special weapon and an EX tank, four body upgrades for X,robot ride carriers, ultimate secret X armor and zero black armor. Heart Energy
will allow X and Zero to hold more energy, make them stronger and able to survive longer in battle. There are a total of eight people to find. Energy tanks will allow X and Zero to store energy to be used during battle if their energy is low. They are important and very useful. There are two in total. Body upgrades will allow X to become much
stronger and able to perform certain abilities. Robot armor rider can be used to help X and at certain stages . The energy hearts of the first heart can be found in the Frost Stage of Valeros. You will need rising fire/Ryuenjin (Dragon Flame Blade) to get this heart. Near the beginning of the scene just after the first big robot you should see
an ice block in the roof with the heart resting on it. Destroy ice blocks by attacking the flame to retrieve the heart. The second heart can be found in the Jet Staingra stage. In Zone 1, when you reach the third hole in the ground, instead of jumping over it, dash off the cliff and you land on the platform where the heart awaits. The third heart
is found in the slash stage of the beast. In Zone 2, when you find the armor, use it to destroy the large red train trolley, the second one should have this heart hidden inside it. The fourth heart is on the Web Spider stage. You will need fire boost/Ryuenjin (Dragon Flame Blade) to find this heart. In Zone 2 where there are many electronic
spider webs around, find a second brown block that looks like a tree trunk. Burn it to reveal the heart, the fifth heart is found in the fungal split stage. In zone 2, after exiting the tower, you should see this heart up on the edge. Walk forward and when the spikes cause the part of the room to fall, jump on top of it when it falls and then jump
up the heart. The sixth heart is on the peacock cyber stage. You need to get an S rating in certain areas to find the heart. Do this by beating areas as fast as possible. For X, you need to get the S rating in the first area, and for zero, you need to get it in the second area. Use the soul body or Kuuenbu (Waltz sky) to eliminate large yellow
orbs. The seventh heart is found in the stage of the owl's stage. In Zone 1, right after you have eagle armor, you must see the heart on a platform that will destroy a large laser canon from above. You need to jump the dash on foot or dash using eagle armor to get the heart before firing bullets. The eighth heart is in the Magma Dragon
stage. In Zone 2, when you reach the area where large fireballs fall from the sky at an angle, go left and dash the cliffs to reach the edge where the heart is waiting. If you have an X, use a thunder web or mid-air dash, and with zero, just dash and jump to the edge. Energy tanks are the first energy tank in the Staingra jet stage. In Zone 2,
just before the end of the area, keep jumping and then use the dash attack on the bike and eventually you fly over a platform with boxes. If you are using a dash attack or firing a bike gun you will destroy the box and get the energy tank exposed. The second energy tank in the cyber-peacock stage. Similar to the heart, you need to gain an
S rating in certain areas. For X, you need to get the S in the second area and for zero you need to get it in the third part. Remember that the soul body or Kuuenbu (Waltz sky) will eliminate yellow orbs. Tank weapon tank is a weapon in the Frost Walrus stage. This is it Inside one of the ice blocks about halfway through Zone 2. To point to
its location, just destroy all the ice blocks you see until you find one that hides the tank. The EX tank of the EX reservoir is also found in the Frost Stage of Valeros. When you reach the area with a steep ice sheet above the spike bed, dash to the right until you reach the cliff. Jump up the wall and use both Lightning Web with X or Kuuenbu
(Sky Waltz) to jump twice with zero to reach the tank that is waiting for the edge. Play this tank to X or zero four lives instead of two whenever you restart. The robot found a jet armor rider/cyclist chasing a jet bike on the Stingray jet stage only. X or zero will be cycling for most of this level. This vehicle can jump, fire energy weapons and
run a devastating dash attack where the energy beam from the underlying bike will destroy anything that touches it. The jump dash can be made and also able to carry out a dash attack once the bike jumps. It can also enable bikes to lyd over pits and large holes. Reeden armor is found in the stages of Slash Beast and Magma Dragon.
The carrier can walk through lava and can withstand a lot of blows before exploding. It has three forms of attacks, standard punch drill attacks, large swipe attacks that deal more damage, and charge attacks that can drill through most enemies. Eagle armor carrying eagle is found in the owl storm stage and the second final weapon stage.
The carrier can shoot large energy bolts, can jump and run dash attacks, and can also fly in the air to quipping over large holes. This carrier can withstand hits before over-load and can safely carry X or zero over hazardous areas. You can also charge up your weapon to fire off a big shot to charge that is at home in enemies. Body
Upgrade Boots Stage Upgrade: Web spiders are found to be a foot upgrade on the spider web stage. Just after the crash in the waterfall area near the start of Zone 1, jump into a crater on the right wall and continue to find the capsule. Foot upgrades will allow the X to float in the air for a short amount of time. It will also allow him to run a
mid-air dash when jumping. Helmet Stage Upgrade: Cyber Peacock Upgrade Helmet is found in the cyber peacock stage. You need to get an S rating in the third region to find it. Use the soul body to eliminate yellow orbs quickly to finish the area. Helmet upgrades will allow X to use all your special weapons without losing any weapon
energy. This gives weapons unlimited use and energy will only be drained if a charging shot is used. X-Buster Stage Upgrade: Storm Owl Upgrade Xbuster is found in the storm owl stage. You need a thunder web to get to them near the start of Zone 2, just before the first purple door, you'll see a crater in the ceiling lined with spikes. Use
lightning web to shoot the web as high as possible and take out the right position Land in front of the spikes on the left. Jump on the web and jump up the catch on the edge to find capsules. There are two possible weapon upgrades, but not permanent, they are interchangeable. The capsule on the right will allow the X to charge up to four
shots to charge the normal and fire them quickly. The second capsule on the left will give him the ability to charge up a more powerful shot that tore through anything and if it strikes the enemy it will leave behind the plasma ball that continues to damage the target. Both upgrades allow you to charge special X weapons. Armor Stage
Upgrade: Magma Dragoon has found armor upgrades in the Magma Dragon stage. You will need one X-Buster upgrade to find this. In Zone 2, jump the dash to the right off the cliff just before the armor is reided. Try to use the mid-air dash or lightning web to reach the edge on the right, but once you do, use a charging shot of the twin
slasher to eliminate the stones blocking the way and you'll find the capsule. Armor Upgrades will give you a Nova Giga Strike attack, which causes X to jump and fly forward while executing a devastating attack to destroy every enemies he hits. The energy must be full to make the attack work and can recharge its energy when the X is hit
or if the capsule takes the weapon. Special Armor X's Ultimate Armor X Armor allows him to use the Nova Strike Giga attack without losing any of his weapon's energy, allowing unlimited use. It also promotes her all the body at a time. The method of obtaining armor is as follows: on the character screen to choose you have to hold down a
combination of buttons to activate the secret. Highlight X and input code. Here are the codes for three game versions: PlayStation: Highlight X, then press the X button (circle button) twice. Press 6 times on the left directional pad. Hold L1 and R2 and press Start (hold L1 and R2 until the game begins). Saturn Seegah: Highlight X, then
press B twice. Press left on the directional pad 6 times. Hold L and R and start press. PC: Highlight X, then press and hold down while pressing Enter. If you've done it properly, you'll notice that the bright blue X-armor joints are now purple. When you enter one of the Hidden Light Doctor capsules, you will receive the ultimate full armor
that has all body upgrades as well as unlimited nova strikes. Black Armor Zero Black Armor zero is activated similar to ultimate X armor. This is enabled by highlighting zeros on the screen character and select the code entry. Here are the codes for three game versions: PlayStation: Highlight Zero, then hold the R1 button and press right
on the directional pad 6 times. Release the R1 button, hold the X button (circle button) and press Start. Saturn Seegah: Highlight zero, then hold down the R button and press right on the directional pad 6 times. Release the R button, hold and press the B button Computer: Highlight zero, then while holding, press Enter. You will notice that
this secret will turn zero armor into black. This is apparently the only thing it does, doesn't make game armor easier or gives zero new abilities. As the first X-game to appear on Sony's PlayStation, Page 2 introduces the mega-I X4 new 32-bit graphics, fantastic music and sound effects, as well as massive stages and fascinating story line.
This time, you'll be able to play as X or Zero for the whole game, giving the game two unique story lines to follow. The story follows months of Sigma's third defeat and the death of renowned Raploid scientist Dr. Doppler. After Sigma's plan to use Doppler to spread the maverick virus failed, Riploids X and Zero have begun to help build a
world where there are no mavericks. Since then, Reploids have now lived in peace with humans, and many large Reploid armies have been formed, each at peace with each other and growing every day. Ever-growing maverick hunters have begun to eradicate the remaining maverick resistance, declared as peace watchers. One of the
largest and strongest Reploid armies, known as Repliforce, has developed strong relationships with maverick hunters, with its similar ways in honor and desire for peace. In particular, Zero has become so friends with one of TheForce Response's leaders, Colonel, that they have become quick friends, and Zero has shown affection for
Colonel Iris's sister. Together, maverick hunters and response forces protect the world from mavericks and ensure peace, but they knew little by little that their loyalty to each other was being tested. Before long, maverick hunters receive a report that the Sky Swamp, a city floating in the sky, has been vandalized to cause it to knock into
the city underneath. All the information indicated that Repliforce suspected to be behind the conspiracy. X and Zero respond immediately, as to the Sky Swamp to find answers, little notice that the real Mavericks are about pit hunters and Repliforce against each other, in an attempt to destroy both sides, unless hunters can discover that
it's really behind the plot before all is lost... Specs of my mega X game and zero back in this all-new action adventure as the first MMX game appears on the PlayStation. Bringing it all the graphics, sound and gameplay of the first three, the X4 introduces rich new graphics and sound as well as a new style of challenging gameplay. You will
be able to control either X or Zero throughout the entire game, each character has its own unique story line so you want to play through the game with both characters to experience the full story line. New characters are introduced, including the original cast of Repliforce as well as new mavericks awaiting their chances test against X and
Zero. Dr Light will be waiting in special capsules hidden during the game, each involving vital upgrades for X Armor. X and Zero should challenge big bosses, both Maverick and Repliforce, before confronting the real mastermind behind the plan to propose hunters and Repliforce against each other. Heart of Energy, under tank, robot ride
special armor clothing, special weapons and techniques awaiting X and zero, all items capable of giving both characters higher advantages in battle. Before you finish your quest, X and Zero loyalty to your hunters and friends, as well as each other to the core will be highly tested... Introducing the game -- for months, the failure of Sigma in
Dr. Doppler's lab that ended the war between mavericks and riploids. New reploid armies have increased, the most powerful response force, led by General Strong Wild. The mavericks are gone, and the real peace seems to have finally been restored. Zero, my best friend and mega-X partner, begins to have strange dreams in which he
confronts his creator and is ordered to destroy X. Shortly after mysterious dreams, mavericks attack the Swamp of heaven, a great city in the sky. Maverick hunters began to suspect that Repliforce was behind the destruction of the sky swamp, and so Repliforce vows to build his utopia reploid only. The response force or maverick hunters
know that a more sinister force is behind evil work and intends to turn two armies against each other... -- --
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